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I am good at building things, like ladders. Direct attention to the back cover. This isn't just toilet paper you
know! The interactive writing can also be in the form of an e-mail message that can be sent anywhere-to
another teacher's classroom, other school personnel e. Hold up a novel, or have students take out their own
novels if they have them on hand. For example, for kindergarten, model how to 1 capitalize the first letter or
the first word in a sentence and 2 indent the first sentence of a paragraph using the title as the first sentence. I
am the best choice to free Dracula. You name it, and I can build it. Tell students they will all share their ideas
about school through interactive writing. The teacher can begin with what is happening that day in class, or a
holiday, or a special event in the school. The teacher shares the writing experience with young students on
chart paper or a whiteboard that is large enough for the whole class to see. I have helped hundreds of people
escape over the years. I also have all these sharp teeth, which scare people. In this rhyming text, a little boy
names all of the things he wants to bring to school on the first day of kindergarten, from a sandbox to a chair
for his stuffed bear, until his mother assures him that his teacher will have everything he needs. Remind them
of the ideas they shared in response to the reader response questions and prompts. Ask them to determine
which is better via a guiding question such as: Which summary gives a better overview of the topic? Allow
pairs to share their summaries with the rest of the class. Then, ask them why they think this exercise involved
word summaries. Students can sit on the rug and form a semicircle facing an easel with a piece of paper on it.
Introduce the concept of a summary to the class. She asks for a volunteer to take the pen and write the day,
which she has written on a sentence strip and clipped to the top of the chart. Guided Practice 10 minutes Play
the second movie clip. Did you know some mummies are over 5, years old? I can easily free Dracula using my
powers. English Language Arts Standards Strand 6.


